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Fig. 14 Echotomographic reconstruction.
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ABSTRACT

The condition-based maintenance of the nuclear reactor, by monitoring and
measuring the instantaneous dynamic pressure-distribution of the coolent
(water) impact on the solid surfaces of the reactor during operation is pre-
sented. The behaviour of water domes (jets) produced by underwater explosions
of small changes of P.E.T.N. at various depths in two different size cylindri-
cal containers, which simulate the nuclear reactor, is investigated. Water
surface domes (jets) from the underwater explosions are photographed by means
of high speed camera. Depending on the depth of the charge, curved and flat
top jets of up to 455 mm diameter and impact speeds of up to 70 m/sec. are
observed. The instabilities in the dome surfaces are observed and the instan-
taneous profiles are analysed. Pressure measurements at the interface of the
water dome (jets) impact on a flat surface are taken, and various instan-
taneous pressure-distribution curves are obtained for all tests. It is found
that, in all cases tested, the maximum pressure takes place at the center of
the jet and could reach up to 3.0 times the one-dimensional impact pressure
value. Finally, the use of these measurements, as on-line monitoring for
condition-based maintenance and design-out maintenance is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Maintenance can be considered as a combination of actions carried out in order
to replace, repair or modify the components, items and units of a plant so
that it will continue to operate at specified availability over a specified
time. Those actions carried out after performance has fallen to some unaccep-
table level, may be regarded as corrective. While actions that can be carried
out before the peformance falls to some unacceptable level, may be regarded as
preventive [1],

The idea of being able to monitor the condition and/or performance of equip-
ment by following the deterioration in some associated parameter, is an
attractive one. The ability to predict failure would maximize lefe and mini-
mise the effects of failure* To realise the greatest benefit from the 'pre-
ventive maintenance' action [2-3], it is necessary to monitor the parameter of
deterioration whilst the equipment is still operating. Often this means the
equipment must be designed with a particular monitoring technique in mind.

However, in the case of sodium coolent nuclear reactors, an energy source con-
sisting of an expanding two phase mixture causes motion of sodium towards the
roof of the partially filled reactor [4-5], A knowledge of the boundary
pressure distribution history due to sodium slug impact on the roof structure
area is of particular interest, in order to determine the response of the



surrounding containment structure [6]. Also, it is essential in the design of
the various structure components, and in determining the suitable maintenance
action and strategy needed. However, cavitation could give rise to stripping
of the top layer of the fluid, and more complex impact situation could occur
[6].

Thus, to gain an understanding of the mechanism of material, deformation,
damage and removal during high speed-droplet or jet impact, and consequent
component design and maintenance plan and actions [2]; knowledge concerning
the magnitude and spatial distribution of the transient pressures caused by
such an impact on a solid surface is needed. Knowledge of the pressure
distribution and the exact value of the maximum instantaneous pressure will
contribute towards: (1) Understanding the effects of liquid impact on the
material; (2) Permitting, an appreciation of details of the liquid impact ero-
sion process itself, (such like rain erosion [7]), by providing results per-
taining to the transient stress state inside the solid and; (3) Providing
suitable monitoring parameters, which help in assessing the best maintenance
policy and actions acquired in such plants.

When a liquid jet or drop moves at a high speed and impinges on a solid sur-
face, very high pressures are developed for a very short interval of time
after impact, (this pressure last for a time, t = d/(2c) where, d is the jet
diameter impinging head-on against a solid target, and c is the elastic speed
of compression waves "shock waves" in the liquid), and as impact continues the
initial area of contact grows with little or no reduction in pressure until
appreciable outward flow begins at some critical extent or when the
liquid/solid interface angle attains a certain value, at which rapid fall in
pressure ensues starting from the periphery of the interface, and outward flow
follows [8], As outward flow continues, the compression is progressively
relived across the interface until the maximum pressure acting on the surface
is only the stagnation pressure for incompressible flow.

Much effort has been expanded over the last few decades in investigating,
both, theoretically and experimentally the pressure distribution due to the
impact of a liquid on a flat solid surface. However, much controvercy has
taken place concerning the magnitude and location of the maxima ..;.t,act
pressure between a spherical droplet and a rigid plane [9-11] and whtiner it
is larger or smaller than the one-dimensional impact pressure. This pressure
is given by; P = PQ c v0 where, c, is the elastic speed of compression waves
in the liquid, % the liquid density and v0 the normal impact speed. The
reported publish results, of the measurements of pressures experienced by
solid surfaces impacted by liquid drops and jets [12-14] showed wide scatter
and disagreement. Investigators working in this field have widely accepted
that comparison between theoretical and experimental findings may be hindered
by the difficulty of producing jets whose leading edges are similar to those
of drops and jets treated theoretically, i.e. flat, spherical or conical.

There has been proposals by many investigators that an annular high pressure
zone exists [13-15] some distance from the jet or drop axis. This zone is
said to be responsible for the formation of toroidal ring cracks and craters
in brittle mateiais. Recent findings by Salem and others [16] and Es-Saheb
[17] have confirmed these proposals.

Extensive data has been obtained from investigations and tests performed on
snail diameter droplets and jets for a wide range of impact speeds [13,15,16].
Many aspects, however, are still obscure. One important aspect, which to date



have not been carefully investigated, is the influence of radius, impact speed
and jets (domes) leading edge geometries on the interface pressure distribu-
tion and consequently on the maintenance actions and strategy needed.

In this paper the monitoring of high speed water jets and domes of various
radii and leading profiles, produced by underwater explosions, at various
depths, by imploying high speed photography is presented. Pressure measure-
ments, are taken, at the interface of impact of these jets (domes) on a solid
flat surface, at various points, along the dome diameter, using pressure-pin
technique. The monitoring of these dynamic pressure measured signals as a
parameter for condition-based maintenance of a nuclear reactor is, also,
discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

In order to simulate the real impact of a liquid on a flat solid surface phe-
nomena, which takes place in a nuclear reactor, two water-filled open top
steel cylindrical containers of different sizes, measured 455 mm dia. x 560 mm
height x 1.6 mm thickness, and surrounded by 100 mm layer of concrete, and 152
mm dia. x 263 mm height x 3 mm thickness attached to a steel supporting frame,
respectively, are used for underwater explosions at various depths (i.e. 51,
76 and 102 mm). Standard I.C.I, number 6 detonators (of 32 mm length,6.35mm
extr. dia. and 8.5 mm charge length) are used having 0.24 grams of P.E.T.N.
explosive material, with average density of 1.6 gm/cm^. Special threaded
detonator holders, attached to the base of the tanks, are used to give the
required detonator depth within the containers.

Spray jets (domes), of different radii and impact speeds, from the underwater
explosions of small charges of P.E.T.N. are produced and photographically
recorded by means of high speed Hycam camera. The nominal operating speeds of
5000 and .JuiiO frame/sec are used for both containers. Illumination is pro-
vided by four (type 456 xenon) pulse lamps rated at 71/2 kW.

Pressure measurements, at the interface of the impact area of these curved and
flat top domes (jets) on a flat solid surface, at various points along the jet
(dome) radius are made using pressure-pin load cell separated from the con-
tainer structures. The load cell employed in this work is similar to the load
cell originally designed by Salem and others [16] after detailed examination
of the load cell of Johnson and Vickers [13]. The load cell as finally
constructed, consists basically of a 3 rm diameter, 200 mm long steel pin,
strain gauged with two 350 fl, 0.15 mm wide, AEP, 350, 090 type and 1.5 mm long
unbacked semiconductor gauges mounted diametrically opposite along its axis,
which is secured at its far end to an aluminum body. The surface of the cover
which screws to the body and forms the platen against which impact takes place
is flush with the front end of the pin. However, based on the results of
Salem and others [16] and later the results obtained by Es-Saheb [17], this
load .ell design is modified to incorporate, several pins, each of 5 mm dia.
and 400 mm long, which is able to accomodate signals of up to 150 usec. dura-
tion. The details of this and other equipments can be found in Ref. 17.
These water domes (jets) due to the explosions are projected on to the load
cell. The resulting pressure pulses (i.e. pressure signals) are then acquired
by digital storage scopes and later processed. By changing the relative posi-
tion of the pin to the center of the dome (jet) a pressure distribution may be
obtained from repeated explosions under water tests. The pressure measurement
positions covered are, at the jet center (i.e. r=0) and r/4, r/2, 3r/4 and r
respectively, where r is the jet (dome) radius.



RESULTS

The measurements in each test are processed for graphical presentation. From
a number of high speed films obtained, of the water spray domes (jets) from
the various depth explosions, (i.e. 51, 76 and 102 mm), in both containers,
the profile history of some of the domes at early stages of development are
shown in Fig.l for small container and in Fig.2 for the large one. Using a 16

mm cine filem analyser the variation of the central height of each of the
^omes (jets) investigated is plotted against time and shown in Fig.3, A typi-
cal trace of impact axial pressure measurement (i.e. the dynamic pressure
signal) with time obtained by employing pressure-pin load cell technique is
shown in Fig. 4.

An interesting plots giving the variation of the maximum impact axial
pressure, with the dome (jet) radius, at the impact interface areas for the

g|rarious domes (jets) produced by explosions at depths of 51, 76 and 102 mm and
impinging stand-off distance of 40 mi are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, for small
and large containers respectively. Each curve is obtained from a large number
of experimental points and from more than one test.

DISCUSSION

, 0)f the maintenance actions possible, the two which make the greatest contribu-
; tion to the availability of the plant are condition-based maintenance and
i; design-out [1]. The conditionbased maintenance removes much of the random
if element from maintenance actions. It identifies the cause of the maintenance
£ and allows more time for the corrective maintenance to be planned and schedu-
I- led; this minimizes disruption of the plant operation. Inspite of this
I greater emphasis on availability design, repetitive failures will still occur
J for a variety of reasons. The design-out of this type of problem is likely to
j Wbe economically beneficial since it involves a one-off capital expenditure as
; opposed to continued loss of revenue. The current pre-occupation with
• "Nuclear Reactor Plant" will be superseded by considered action based on

information derived from on-line monitoring. This trend to more condition-
based maintenance will itself reflect back to the design stage since it will
necessitate equipment being designed with particular monitoring techniques in
mind. In our case, it is suggested that, the on-line pressure measurements of

_the liquid impact in the nuclear reactor, using pressure-pin technfique as a
Monitoring parameter, for condHion-based maintenance and design-out main-
tenance will be employed.

To appreciate the condition-based monitoring technique adopted, i.e. pressure-
;:'•; measurements, it is essential to show the importance of the experimental
£ investigation carried out to determine and identify the difficulties incoun-

f tered and consequently the validity and limitations of this technique. It is
^shown earlier that the pressure-distribution due to liquid drop or jet impact

1 •on a solid surface is affected by the drop or jet (dome) radius, impact speed,
if the leading edge profile, c, material etc., and as any of these parameters is
| changed, (as in our case all of them are changing), a different surface
I pressure-distribution is obtained. Furthermore, the pressure-pin size used,
I is also of great importance as it affects the accuracy of the pressure

measurements, and helps in revealing the critical areas of high pressure, as
reported by Salem and others Fl6j and Es-Saheb [17], where an annular high

.^pressure area is identified. Therefore, in this work an attempt to measure
| Wthe pressure-distribution resulting from big jets (domes), similar to those



incountered in the real, sodium coolent, nuclear reactors is made. However,
due to the 'dynamic' nature of the problem, jets produced by underwater explo-
sions vary considerably, see Figs.l, 2 and 3, in behaviour, appearance, speed
etc; and hence the resultant instantaneous dynamic pressure-distribution.

It is apparent from the profile history of some of the domes (jets) shown in
Figs, 1 and 2 that the behaviour of the domes depended mainly on the depths of
the explosions in addition to the container size. Although all splashes seen
to have very similar profiles at the begining, they display different features
at later stages. For the shallow charges, domes developed into three regions
with different curvatures. While for deep charges splashes (domes) developed
into two main regions; and tend to become flater. Therefore, it is believed,
for the small container, the interaction of the produced pressure waves,
reflected waves, container surfaces and bubble generated by the explosion
(which undergoes a damped radial oscillations) for deep charges results in a
flat top jet. The roughness of the jet surfaces (profiles), which adds
complications to the pressure-measurements, is thought to be due to the
interaction of the loading and unloading waves. However, the mechanism of the
irregularities of the profile associated with the spray domes is not known.
Though it is suggested that instability of the droplets comprising the domes
[18] is responsible for subsequent changes, as irregularities in most domes
appear to develop after an initial period of time. Also, for shallow explo-
sions the water velocity obtained, see Fig.3, is almost constant from the
beginning, while for deep charges the velocities increase at the early stages
of the process and then become constant. The deeper the charge the more is
the time required for the constant velocity to be achieved.

Since high speed films, as mentioned earlier, have clearly shown that the
domes are not very repeatable, therefore wide scatter of pressure measure-
ments is obtained at the same point for the same water jet (dome) conditions.
However, the maximum pressure is found to take place at the center of the jet
(dome) for all tests, as shown clearly in Figs. 5 and 6 for both small and
large containers respectively. This maximum pressure, in all tests, is found
to be up to 3 times the value of the one-dimensional impact pressure as it has
been, also, shown by Heymann [11]. The maximum values are found to be, about
236.3 MPa for the small container, at explosion depth of 51 mm and constant
impact speed of about 70 m/sec, and about 205.4 MPa for the same conditions in
the large container. It is clear from this, that high impact pressures are
sustained, which necessate the design-out maintenance actions to be taken on
various component of the plant and the selection of.excellent material to
withstand these dynamic loads both in compression and tension. This, also,
explains the use of certain high quality concrete in the construction and
sheilding of nuclear reactors, as reported by Schaeffer [4],

Furthermore, the pressure pulses obtained, see Fig.4, show sharp rise to a
maximum pi. i>ure within about 50 usec. (rise time), and this maximum pressure
obtained appears not to be sustained for any length of time and gradually
decays to almost zero pressure in about 119 ysec. The secondary pulses seen
in all the traces should be noted. They represent the resultants of the
interaction of the incident (main) and reflected pulses as they travel along
the pressure-pin. However, the amplitudes of the reflected pulses are smaller
than that of the main ones. This is attributed to the attenuation of the
pulses as they travel through the pin and to the fact that only a fraction of
the pulse is reflected back along the pin when it reaches the discontinuity at
its backend. It is clear from this, that the choice of the pin length is of
great importance. However, it is important, that the monitoring of the ampli-



tude of these pulses as well as their frequency and the general resultant
stantaneous pressure-distribution curves, see Figs. 5 and 6, would present
rionitoring parameters, together with the resultant vibrations, for condition-
based maintenance. When higher values are recorded, which is higher than the
permissible critical design values, some maintenance actions should be taken,
such like decreasing the reaction rates in the reactor, or checking the level
and/or any blockage or leakage in the coolent ducting etc., to bring back the
plant to its safe satisfactory operating conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The components of gas turbine engines working on the open cycle
are affected by the quality of air passing through the engine. If
the air is contaminated with particles, this will cause problems
to some engine components, primarily blades and vanes, in the
form of mechanical erosion, fouling and hot corrosion. In each
case this will adversely affect the aerodynamic and mechanical
blade characteristics causing a drop in performance and
shortening in the engine maintenance intervals and the life of the
individual engine components. The two sources of particles in gas
turbines are sand entering the engine from the ambient
atmosphere and ash produced in the combustion phase. The
present paper reviews the above phenomena in sufficient details
and, then, describes the effects of these phenomena on the
maintenance aspects of gas turbine engines. Selected features of
the maintenance process are highlighted; viz. time between
overhauls, downtime, operating reliability, availability and ..;
maintenance cost. In this respect, frequent reference is made, \>
whenever possible, to actual log-book data of stationary and
aircraft engines operating in the local Saudi environment as
supplied by gas turbine engine operators.


